gel it. Reiter was only about a year into his first job out of journal¬
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w.i-. I he life of Edith McClinton. Mrs. McClinton had lived through the
lurliiilent birth of civil rights in Little Rock, Ark. She had overcome
p()\ c: Ly, racism and blindness to achieve professional success and per¬
son i; dignity. She was 89 years old and African American.

lieiter discovered immediately that telling Mrs. McClinton's story
\\ uulc i require all the skills he had learned in school and some he would
li;i\ v 'O develop on the spot. Here's his recollection:
Interviewing Mrs. McClinton was difficult for a number of reasons. Her
age alone presented a pretty daunting challenge. Some days, she was in
tine spirits and her memoiy was sharp as anyone's. But some days we'd

be talking for five or 10 minutes and then I'd lose her....
Another problem was my paper. The Democrat Gazette does not
have an excellent reputation with the black community. Early on, Mrs.
McClinton and her daughter Joyce (who lives with her and takes care
of her) made it clear that they didn't trust my paper and that they didn't
trust me. So that's where it started.

By the time it ended eight months later, Reiter had earned the fam¬
ily s trust and written a seven-part, front-page narrative telling the story
of race in Arkansas through the experiences of one courageous woman.

The series ended with this quote from Mrs. McClinton:
Great things can come from freedom," she says. "I take my freedom
and pass it on to my children and my grandchildren."

Not every interview is that difficult, time-consuming or important.
But every successful interview begins with establishing trust and ends
with telling a story.
Interviewing — having conversations with sources — is the key to

most stories you will write. Your ability to make people comfortable
being with you is often the difference between mediocre reporting and
good reporting.
Information is the raw material of a journalist. While some of it is
gathered from records and some from observation, most of it is gathered

i in person-to-person conversations. The skills that go into those conversations
1 axe the most basic reporting tools of any reporter for any medium. If you're mterReporting viewing for television, broadcast or webcast, your goals and techniques may be
Tools different from those of a print reporter, but the basics are the same.

BUILDING TRUST
The most basic requirement of any successful intemew is a reasonable degree of
trust between reporter and source. Usually, as a reporter you have to earn that

trust. Here's Bill Reiter again, explaining how he broke through the barriers of
race and age to earn the trust of Edith McCiinton and her daughter.
In the beginning, 1 would go to Mrs. McClinton's house. Without a notebook, I'd
talk to her We often talked about her story, but more than not we talked about
me, about my paper, about why she should trust her story to either of us, about
her concerns.
I overcame her suspicions the same way I do with most sources. First, I'm hon¬

est. I told Mrs. McCiinton that I'd be fair but that the story would be personal and
honest. She might not like some of the things I wrote, I told her.... I guaranteed
only that it was honest and accurate. We had this conversation many times....

I never understand reporters who talk to their sources like the source is some
nameless bureaucrat. So I just talked to Edith the way I talk to anyone. I got to
know her. More important, she got to know me. The trust came later.

By the end, Mrs. McCiinton had grown to trust me. So had her daughter, I think,
and this led to honesty. It's amazing what people will tell you when they trust
you.... And the last thing I had going for me, something I think can't be faked, was
empathy. I really liked this lady, respected her, and thought her story was impor¬
tant. I think sources, when they're around us enough, can pick up on that.
You probably won't have months to develop trust with a source. Most times,

you won't need that much time. What you will need, though, are the honesty and
empathy that lead strangers to be honest with you.

PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW
How you prepare for the interview depends in part on what kind of a story ymi
¦Interviews are best used to

solicit reactions and inter¬
pretations, not to gather
facts. Good reporters do
their fact-gathering before
interviews.

intend to write. You may be doing a news story, a personality profile or an inves¬

tigative piece. In each case, you check the newspaper library and search online
databases, talk to other reporters and, if there's enough time, read magazine arti¬
cles and books.
To prepare for a news story, you pay more attention to clips about the sub¬

ject of the story than to those about the personality of the individual to be inter¬
viewed. To prepare for a profile, you look for personality quirks and the subjects

Js. family, friends, travels and habits. To prepare for an investigative piece,

-^W. wain io know both your subject matter and the person you are interviewing.
''VjKaU thr^e stories, do not overlook other reporters and editors who know somelimt! -'bout the person or subject. Let's look at each of these three types of storii's im ire closely.

The News Story
One (Ki / Paul Leavitt made a routine telephone call to a law-enforcement source.

LeaA ii t, then assistant city editor for The Des Moines (Iowa) Register, was work¬
ing on a story. He knew the source from his days as a county government and
courts reporter for the Register.
1!>! expected the story, and the interview, to be routine. Polk County was

building a new jail. Leavitt wanted to find out about progress on the new build¬
ing. The source pleaded ignorance. He said, "Oh, Leavitt, I don't know. I haven't

liiid time to keep up on that, what with all these meetings on the pope's visit."
Leavitt didn't say anything right away. A less astute reporter might have let
(lie source know he was surprised. The pope in Des Moines? Are you kidding?
Instead, Leavitt remembered a story he had read about an lowan who had
cxiended an invitation for the pope to stop in Iowa during his American visit.
Leavitt didn't think the lowan had much of a chance. When the Vatican had
announced the pope's visit, people from every state were bartering for a chance

to bask in the worldwide limelight.
Still, the source s slip of the tongue seemed genuine. Leavitt finally replied,
Oh, yeah, that's right. When's he coming, anyway?"
"October 4," the source said.

Before the conversation ended, Leavitt had learned of a meeting among the
Secret Service, the Vatican, the U.S. State Department and Iowa law-enforcement

officials to discuss the trip. He also had learned when the pope would arrive,
where he would arrive, where he would celebrate Mass and when he would
leave.

As a result, the Register stunned its readers the next morning with a copy¬
righted story saying the pope would speak in Des Moines. The story was printed
three weeks before the Vatican released its official itinerary of the visit. Other
area reporters scoffed at the story. One newspaper even printed a story poking
fun at the thought of a pope hobnobbing in an Iowa cornfield.
Leavitt and the Register were vindicated. As scheduled, the pope arrived
Oct. 4 — and celebrated Mass in an Iowa cornfield.

Remembering his conversation with the source, and how a routine question
turned into a bona fide scoop, Leavitt said, "I don't even remember what the orig¬
inal question was."

Leavitt probably would not have gotten the story had he not remembered the
earlier story about the invitation and known something else about interviewing:
When a source unwittingly gives you a scoop, sometimes it is best to act as if you
already know it. That may encourage the source to give you more information.
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Bill Reiter is a reporter for The
Des Moines (Iowa) Register.
His experience at Ms first job
after college, in Little Rock, Ark.,
introduces this chapter. Now
he talks about interviewing,
about building trust, about ge -ting the material to tell comDelling stories: .

"My goal was to write a sene
that wouldtake our readers
inside the lives of homeless

"I spent the next three months
with GabrieUe. I wandered town
with her, listened for hours to her
complaining, fffled notebook
after notebook with quotes that
never made the newspaper. I ate

with her at the soup
lowed her when she applied
food stamps and stuck around
when she and her boyfnen
snuggled up together onabenc
or against a building. • • ¦

there when Gabnelle applied fo

asers The task seemed daunting.

an apartment, when she ran out

I had to find these young people,
build enough trust to enter the
world and somehow show the

ofmoneyandfood, and when she
took back her boyfriend despite
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and was told in no uncertain

terms by a group of homeless
that they'd kill me if ! came
back. 1 went back anyway, agam
and again
,.
"I looked for moments, dia-

iogue and action that gave life to
the issue 1 was writing about,
didn't rely on quotes that recon¬

structed something I wanted to
write about. Instead, I wrote

down what my sources actually
said to each other, not what they
said to me. I relaxed, acted like

myself and remembered the
people I was writing about had
been through a lot.
His series ran on Pag< ^
Register and set Des Moming. For Bill Reiter, that*
counts.
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A rep' >n if who decided to write a profile of a local freelance writer prepared dif-

3/interviewims

ferdii h. Because the reporter had used the writer as a source in an earlier story,
shi.' km something about the writer. She needed to know more, so she looked

in ('onK mporary Authors and found biographical information. She also asked
the w i' i r to send her copies of some of the articles she had written. Before the
reporter went to see the freelancer, she read several of the articles. She also

inici viewed the editor at one of the magazines that bought the writer's material.
The reporter was prepared. Or so she thought. She had to pass one more
tosi The writer was an animal lover, and when the reporter arrived, she first had

1o m ike friends with a handful of dogs. Fortunately, she loved dogs. That immedi.iii ly established rapport with the freelancer. The resulting story was full of
lively detail:
.loan Gilbert stretches lazily to soft sunheams and chirping birds. She dresses
(asuaUy in blue denim shorts and a plaid,
short-sleeved blouse. She and her favorite
work companions, five playful dogs, file
oat the door of her little white house to

begin their day with a lazy walk in the sur¬
rounding woods. When she returns, she'll
contentedly sit down at her typewriter.
Such is work.
Joan Gilbert is a freelance writer.

Walt Harrington specialized in in-depth profiles when he worked for The
Washington Post Magazine. In his book, he says he spent one to three months
on each profile. For profiles on George Bush and Carl Bernstein, he conducted
about 80 interviews each. He also accompanied his subjects. Few journalists are

afforded the luxury of three months to work on a profile, but whether you do
eight or 80 interviews, the lessons are still the same: Be prepared. Be there.

TIPS: Before the interview
® Know the subject.
* Seek specific infor¬
mation.

* Research the subject.

* List the questions.

The Investigative Piece
The casual atmosphere of the Joan Gilbert interview is not always possible
for the investigative reporter. An adversarial relationship determines both the
preparation required for an investigative piece and the atmosphere of the inter¬
view itself. An investigative reporter is like an attorney in a courtroom. Wise
attorneys know in advance what the answers to their questions will be. So do
investigative reporters. Preparation is essential.

In the early stages of the investigation, you conduct some fishing-expedition
interviews: Because you don't know how much the source knows, you cast
around. Start with persons on the fringes. Gather as much as you can from them.

Study the records. Only after you have most of the evidence do you confront
your central character. You start with a large circle and gradually draw it smaller.
Getting the interview is sometimes as big a challenge as the interview itself.
Sources who believe you are working on a story that will be critical of them or
their friends often try to avoid you. Steve Weinberg, author of an unauthorized
biography of industrialist Arm and Hammer, had to overcome the suspicion of
many former Hammer associates. Their former boss had told all of them not to

• Know the person.

* Know salient biographi¬
cal information.
® Know the person's

expertise regarding the
subject matter.

talk to Weinberg. Instead of calling, Weinberg approached them by mail. "I sent
letters, examples of my previous work, explained what I wanted to cover and
Reporting

why I was doing it without Hammer's blessing," Weinberg says.

Tools

He recommends that you use a letter or an e-mail to share some of what you
know about the story that might surprise or impress the source. For instance, a
reference such as "And last week, when I was checking all the land records ..."

would indicate the depth of your research.
In his letter to former Hammer assistants, Weinberg talked about how Ham¬

mer was one of the most important people in the history of business. The letteio

TIPS: Set up the
interview
• Set the time.
9 At interviewee's conve¬

nience — but suggest
a time.

• Length of time needed.
• Possible return visits.
® Set the place.

opened doors to all seven of Hammer's former executive assistants whom Wein¬
berg contacted.

Weinberg, former director of Investigative Reporters and Editors, also ofi
to show the sources relevant portions of his manuscript as an accuracy check.

He makes it clear in writing that he maintains control of the content.
Requesting an interview in writing can allow you to make your best case
getting it. And an offer to allow your sources to review the story assures them
that you are serious about accuracy. E-mail makes both the request and the offer
simpler and faster.

• Interviewee's turf, or
• Neutral turf.

BROADCAST INTERVIEWS
When you're interviewing someone in front of a camera, the basic rules of inter¬

TIPS: Discuss
arrangements

viewing don't change. Some of your objectives and techniques, however, do.

The first thing to remember is that broadcast journalism is a performan

Will you bring a recording Television journalists, at least those who appear on camera, are also perfomu device
» Will you bring a photog¬
rapher?
1 Will you let interviewee
check accuracy of
quotes?

Sure, they have to report and write, but they also have to be able to tell their sto¬
ries with both words and body language to people who are watching and listen¬
ing — not reading. An important part of the television reporter's performance is
the interview.

Both print and broadcast reporters often interview to develop information
that can be used in further reporting. Interviews on camera usually have a differ¬

ent goal. That goal is the soundbite, the few seconds of words with accompany¬
ing video that convey not only information but emotion. Print is a medium that
mainly provides information. Television is a medium of emotion. The best inter-;

views for television are those that reveal how a situation feels to the participants I
or witnesses.

A1 Tompkins, the Poynter Institute's group leader for broadcast and online
journalism, offers what he calls "a new set of intemcwing tools" intended to pro¬

duce better storytelling for television. You can find these and other tools at www.
poynter-org. Here are some that show both differences and similarities in prinfj
and television interviewing:
• Objective and subjective questions. To gather facts, ask objective questimis:
"When?" "Where?" "How much?" But subjective questions usually produce
the best soundbites. "Why?" "Tell me more " "Can you explain... ?"

• Focus on one issue at a time. Vague, complicated questions produce vague,
complicated, hard-to-follow answers. Remember that readers can review
until they understand, but viewers can't rewind an interview. Help them fol¬

low the story by taking your interviewee through it one step at a time.
• Ask open-ended questions. For print, you often want a simple yes or no. That
kind of answer stops a television interview. Open-ended questions encour¬
age conversation, and conversation makes a good interview. (More on this

on page 58.)
• Keep questions short. Make the interviewee do the talking. Tompkins points
out that short questions are more likely to produce focused responses. They
also keep the viewer's attention on the person being interviewed and what
she or he has to say.

• Build to the point. The best interviews are like the best stories. They don't
give away the punch line in the first few words. Soft, easy questions encour¬
age relaxation and trust. Then move to the heart of the issue.
• Be honest. As true for television as for print and online, the importance of

honesty is too often overlooked by rookie reporters. You do neither your
source nor yourself a favor if you lead the source to expect an interview

about softball when you have an indictment in mind. Tell the source ahead of
time that you'll want to ask some tough questions. Say, and mean, that you

want to get the whole story, to be fair. Then politely but firmly dig in. As
Tompkins notes, honesty has the added benefit of helping you defend your¬
self against any later accusations of malice.

Otheo- f. c-psja lq[ v'" Cortsedersuon.
All this homework is important, but someimng as trifling as your appearance
may determine whether you will have a successful interview You would hardly
wear cutoff shorts into a university president's suite, and you wouldn't wear a

three-piece suit to talk to underground revolutionaries. It is your right to wear
your hair however you wish, pierce your body and wear whatever clothes you
want, but it is the source's prerogative to refuse to talk to you (see Figure 3.1).
Most interviews are conducted in the source's office. Especially if the story
is a profile or a feature, it usually is better to get the source away from his or
her work. If you are doing a story about a rabbi's hobby of collecting butterflies,
seek a setting appropriate to the topic. Suggest meeting where the rabbi keeps
the collection.
In some interviews, it would be to your advantage to get the source on neu¬
tral territory. If you have some questions for the provost or a public.* official, sug¬

gest meeting in a coffee shop at a quiet time. A person has more power in his or
her official surroundings.
It is important, too, to let the source know how much time you need and
whether you expect to return for further information. And if you don't already
know how the source might react to a recording device, ask when you are mak¬

ing the appointment.
You have now done the appropriate homework. You are properly attired. You

have made an appointment and told the source how much time you need. Before
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Figure 3.1
This reporter dresses to fit
in with the marchers he is
interviewing; he gains their

confidence by being friendly
and attentive.

you leave you may want to write down a list of questions to ask. They will gmde
you though the interview and prevent you from missing importan topes atogether The best way to encourage a spontaneous conversation is to.have yo
Questions prepared. You'll be more relaxed. The thinking you must do to write

the questions will help prepare you for the interview. Having (^stl0r^^^
relieves you of the need to be mentally searching for the next question as
source is answering the last one. If you are trying to think of the next question,
you will not be paying close attention to what is being said, and you might miss
the most important part of the interview.
Preparing the questions for an interview is hard work, even for veterans,

you are writing for your campus newspaper, seek suggestions from other staff
members. You will find ideas in the newspaper's electronic database. If you antic¬

ipate a troublesome interview with the chanceUor, you might want to seek

StXmlSmember too. What questions would they -"they "ere
you1? Often, they have more background knowledge, or they might have hear

some of the faculty talk around campus. Staff members are also valuable sources

0rilAW^ghyou may ask all of your prepared questions in some; interviews m
most you probably will use only some of them. Still, you will have benefited fr
preparing the questions in two important ways. First, even when you dont use

inan>. the work you did thinking of the questions helped prepare you for the
interview. Second, sources who see that you have a prepared list often are
impressed with your seriousness.

On the basis of the information you have gathered already, you know what
you want to ask. Now you must be careful about how you ask the questions.

PHRASING QUESTIONS
¦ How questions are structured often determines the answer. Reporters have
missed many stories because they didn't know how to ask questions. Quantita¬

tive researchers have shown how only a slight wording change affects the results
of a survey. If you want to know whether citizens favor a city plan to beautify the
downtown area, you can ask the question in several ways:

• Do you favor the city council's plan to beautify the downtown area?
• The city council plans to spend $3 million beautifying the downtown area.
Are you in favor of this?
• Do you think the downtown area needs physical changes?
• Which of the following actions do you favor?
— Prohibiting all automobile traffic in an area bounded by Providence Road,
Ash Street, College Avenue and Elm Street.
— Having all the downtown storefronts remodeled to cany out a single
theme and putting in brick streets, shrubbery and benches.
— None of the above.
How you structure that question may affect the survey results by several per¬

centage points. Similarly, how you ask questions in an interview may affect the
response.

By the phrasing of the question, many reporters signal the response they
expect or prejudices they have. For instance, a reporter who says, "Don't you

think that the city council should allocate more money to the parks and recre¬
ation department?" is not only asking a question but also influencing the source
or betraying a bias. A neutral phrasing would be "Do you think the city council
should allocate more money to the parks and recreation department?" Another
common way of asking a leading question is "Are you going to vote against this
amendment like the other legislators I've talked to?"
If you have watched journalists interviewing people live on television, you
have seen many examples of badly phrased questions. Many are not questions at

all. The interviewers make statements and then put the microphone in front of
the source — for example, "You had a great game, Bill" or "Winning the election
must be a great feeling." Then the source is expected to say something. What,

precisely, do you want to know?
Sometimes a reporter unwittingly blocks a response by the phrasing of the
question. A reporter who was investigating possible job discrimination against
women conducted several interviews before she told her city editor she didn't

TIPS: When you arrive at
the interview
• Control the seating
arrangement.

® Place the recording
device at optimum spot.
• Warm up person briefly
with small talk.
• Set the ground rales.
• Put everything on the
record.

« Make everything
attributable.

„v _ yrere being frank with her.^ When as ^
think the women wiui rTuos. lo±~ always tell me no. oul

them if they have ever been chscnrmnate ^ have said things that
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three times now during the coursesof ell me aboUt it?" she asked,

indicate they have been. How do I &et the egt.on; the city editor replied.
"Perhaps it's the way you^are ^ ever been discriminated against,
-When you ask the women whether they ^ go bhmt them if others
you are forcing them to answer ye advanced faster than they have. Ask n
with the same qualifications at w for the gailie work. Ask them what they

Skfcey5Wd be doi^toTay if they were male. Ask them if they know o any
TIPS: The interview itself

^ <* ^ ^ md opcn"

ended queSions. Each ha, its specific strengths.

• Use good interview
techniques,
a Ask open-ended and

Open-Ended Questions

closed-ended questions.

» Allow the person to
think and to speak;
pause.

. Don't be threatening in
voice or manner.

respondfrankly when asked whethwy ^ ^ opeivended question such as
The question calls for a yes-n P ^ ma:ri?» is not so personal. It does
"What would you be doing today if y response to an open-ended ques-

not sound as threatening or intends to.

® Control the flow buo be
flexible.
« Take good notes,
a Be unobtrusive,
a Be thorough.

» Use the recording device.

questions:

» Make sure it's on.

• Note digital counter at
important parts.

. "Whom would you put imo that category.

The reporter worked from the Tfey^ar^
he wanted. Open-ended q'ies^on^e you want to know a person's

Closed-Ended Questions _ |
Eventually the reporter
the respondent to be specific. Closed enaeu u

specific responses. did vou think of the conference in V
Instead of asking the mayor What di y 'Funds You Max N"t
ington, D.C.f yon ask, to apprai, to
Know Are Available? Instead of as g P owwendoes shelistfiil"
chanceUor-designate's managerial abilities, you asK,

ih6 people who work for her?" "Do the people who work for her have specific job
duties?" "Does she explain her decisions?"
A vague question invites a vague answer. By asking a specific question, you
me more likely to get a specific answer. You are also communicating to your

source that you have done your homework and that you are looking for precise
details.

Knowing exactly when to ask a closed-ended question or when to be less
specific is not something you can plan ahead of time. The type of information
you are seeking and the chemistry between the interviewer and the source are
the determining factors. You must make on-the-spot decisions. The important

thing is to keep rephrasing the question until the source answers it adequately.
Gary Smith wrote in Intimate Journalism, "A lot of my reporting comes from
asking a question three different ways. Sometimes the third go at it is what pro¬
duces the nugget, but even if the answers aren't wonderful or the quotes usable,
they can still confirm or correct my impressions."
Every reporter seeks anecdotes, and closed-ended questions help elicit
them. "What is the funniest thing you've ever done?" "The weirdest?" "What's the

saddest thing that ever happened to you?" When the source talks in generalities,
ask a close-ended question to get to specifics. "You say Mary is a practical joker.

Can you think of an example of a practical joke she played on someone? The
answers to these types of questions yield the anecdotal nuggets that make your
story readable.

ESTABLISHING RAPPORT
In her career with the Associated Press, Tad Bartimus interviewed hundreds
of people. She began practicing when she worked for her hometown paper at
age 14. Her assignment: interview former President Harry S. Truman. She ap¬
proached him and said, "Excuse me, sir, but I'm from the local paper. Could you

please talk to me?"
"Well, young lady, what would you like to know?" Truman responded.

Years later, Bartimus recalled, "For the first time in my life, I was struck
dumb. What did I want to know? What was I supposed to ask him? How do you
do this interviewing stuff, anyway?"
Bartimus knows the answers to those questions now. One piece of advice
she offered her colleagues in an article for AP World was to share and care. Bar¬
timus urges reporters to reveal themselves as people. "A little empathy goes a

long way to defuse [the] fear and hostility that is so pervasive against the press,"
she says.
Rapport — the relationship between the reporter and the source — is cru¬

cial to the success of the interview (see Figure 3.2). The relationship is some¬
times relaxed, sometimes strained. Often it is somewhere in between. The type

of relationship you try to establish with your source is determined by the kind of
story you are doing. Several approaches are possible.
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Figure 3.2
Establishing rapport ivith
interview subjects helps a
reporter to get better story
information.

Interview Approaches
For most news stories and personality profiles, the reporter gains a great deal if
the subject is at ease. Often that can be accomplished by starting with small talk.
Ask about a trophy, the plants or an engraved pen. Bring up something humorous
you have found during your research. Ask about something you know the source
will want to talk about. In other interviews, if you think the subject might be
skeptical about your knowledge of the field, open with a question that demon¬
strates your knowledge.
Rapport aLso depends on where you conduct the interview. Many persons,

especially those unaccustomed to being interviewed, feel more comfortable in
their workplace. Go to them. Talk to the business person in the office, to the ath¬
lete in the locker room, to the conductor in the concert hall. In some cases,

though, you may get a better interview elsewhere if the source cannot relax at tin1
workplace or is frequently interrupted. Reporters have talked to politicians dur¬
ing car rides between campaign appearances. They've gone sailing with business

training analysts to be caught
son vs. Malcolm is a bad soap
•a. Tl le lead characters are

dead with me."

writer .l.inet Malcolm, the defen¬

Did he call himself an "intel¬
lectual gigolo" or not? It is a

dant, and psychoanalyst Jeffrey
Masson. iJne plaintiff.

that quote and others were fabri¬

¦"fabricated quotes" case of

Here is the main scenario:

Masson became disillusioned
Willi FiLudian psychology when
he was serving as projects direc¬

tor of the Sigmund Freud
Archives in London. He was fired
for advancing his controversial
thoi ries about Freud in 1981.
Malcolm wanted to write about
Ihe situation. She established a
rapi lort with him and taped more
ihan 40 hours' worth of inter\ ii'\vs. But she said she did not
tape-record ail of their conversa¬

tions, especially those that
: occurred when they were walk¬
ing or traveling in her car.

Malcolm wrote about Masson
for The New Yorker in 1983. Book
publisher Alfred A. Knopf later
published a book from that mate¬
rial. The placement of quotation
marks around certain statements
in these works provoked a dis¬

pute between subject and author.
Malcolm wrote that Masson said
his superiors at the Sigmund
Freud Archives considered him
"an intellectual gigolo — you get
your pleasure from him, but you
don't take him out in public."
Masson said he never said that. A
tape recording shows that he

catchy phrase. Masson claimed
cated. He sued The New Yorker,

Knopf and Malcolm for libel.
In 1989, the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled in favor of
the defendants. The court said
that an author may "under cer¬

tain circumstances, fictionalize

Were we to assess quotations under
a rational interpretation standard,
we would give journalists the freedom to place statements in their
subjects' mouths without fear of lia¬
bility. By eliminating any method of
distinguishing between the state¬
ments of the subject and the inter¬
pretation of the author, we would
diminish to a great degree the trust¬
worthiness of the printed word and
eliminate the real meaning of quota¬
tions. Not only public figures but the
press doubtless would suffer under

quotations to some extent."

such a rule.

Because Masson had conceded
that he was a public figure, he

The Court clearly was trying
to protect the sanctity of quota¬
tion marks, but the Court also
made it clear that not every
change in a quotation is going to

had to prove "actual malice" —

knowledge of falsity or reckless
regard (see Chapter 22).
The court said:
Malice will not be inferred from evi¬
dence showing that the quoted lan¬
guage does not contain the exact
words used by the plaintiff provided
that the fabricated quotations are
either"rational interpretations of
ambiguous"remarks made by the
public figure ... or do not "alter the
substantive content" of unambigu¬
ous remarks actually made by the
public figure. (Italics added.)

In 1991 the Supreme Court
overturned the 9th Circuit's deci¬

lead to a lawsuit. To some extent,
some reporters do clean up
quotes. Some reporters correct
errors in grammar. Some delete
"uh" or "um" without using ellip¬

sis points. Those changes will not
get a reporter into trouble. The
change in words has to result in a
material change in the meaning
of a statement for actual malice
to be present. But courts are

going to look hard at cases where
a writer has put words in a
speaker's mouth.

tion marks indicate that the
author is not interpreting the

The Supreme Court remanded
the case. In 1992, the 9th Circuit
let Knopf off the hook, saying, in
effect, that Knopf rehed on The
New Yorker in concluding that

speaker's ambiguous statement,

Malcolm's manuscript was

said, "I was, in a sense, much too

but is attempting to convey what

accurate.

junior within the hierarchy of
analysis for these important

the speaker said."

In June 1993, a jury heard the
case. It found two fabricated

sion, rejecting the lower court's
"rational interpretation" stan¬
dard. The Court said that "quota¬

The Court said:

(continued)
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quotes libelous — the "intellec¬

"Well, he had the wrong man."

tual gigolo" quote was not one of

Masson is recounting being fired
by the director of the archives.
The director says Masson is
upsetting Anna Freud and it
might Mil her. Malcolm quotes
Masson talking to the director:

them. Here are the two quotes:

Malcolm quoted Masson as
describing his plans for Maresfield
Gardens, the home of the Freud
Archives, which he hoped to
occupy after the death of Anna
Freud, Sigmund's child: "I would ;

While agreeing the two quotes
were libelous, the jury dead¬
locked on damages. The judge
ordered a retrial on all issues —

have renovated it, opened it up,:

"What have I done? You're doing it.
You're firing me. What am I supposed
to do — be grateful to you?" "You

liability as well as damages. But
another defendant dropped by
the wayside. The jurors did not
think The New Yorker deliber¬
ately pubhshed false quotes, so
the judge dismissed the case

brought it to life. Maresfield Gar¬
dens would have been a center of
scholarship, but it would also have

could be silent about it...." "Why

against the magazine.

should I do that?" "Because it is the
honorable thing to do." "Well, he had

In November 1994, a jury
decided in favor of defendant

been a place of sex, women, fun.

the wrong man."

Malcolm.

(Italics added.) It would have been
like the change in The Wizard of

Masson seems to be calling him¬

Oz, from black-and-white into
color." He said on tape of his meet¬
ing with a London analyst:"...

the conversation, starting with
the director, says:

we were going to pass women on
to each other, and we were going

to have a great time together
when I lived in the Freud house.
We'd have great parties and... we
were going to live it up."

The second quotation involved
the placement of the sentence

self dishonorable. On the tape,

"You could be silent about it."...
"Why?"... "Because it's the honor¬

able thing to do and you will save
face. And who knows? If you never
speak about it and you quietly and
humbly accept our judgment, who
knows that in a few years if we don't
bring you back?" Well, he had the
wrong man.

Then, belatedly, in August
1995, Malcolm recovered a
lost notebook containing her
notes on some of the contested
conversations.

The moral is clear. Material
changes in quotations are per¬

ilous. They can lead to long court
cases and expensive attorney's

fees even if ultimately there is n
habihty for damages.
— Sandra Davidson

people and hunting with athletes. One student reporter doing a feature on a
police chief spent a weekend with the chief, who was painting his home. To do
a profile, which requires more than one interview, vary the location. New sur¬
roundings can make a difference.
Lisa Kremer, reporting the story of a mountain avalanche for the Tacorna
News-Tribune, recognized that where she interviewed the rescuers was imp' n

tant. She approached the climbers at a restaurant and said she wanted to talk m
them. They weren't sure they wanted to talk to her. "I said, 'Would you be more

comfortable here at the restaurant? I could sit down right now. Or would you
rather go back to the hotel?'"
They said they would meet her at the hotel. They did, and she got the inter¬
views.

There are times when the reporter would rather have the source edgy, ner-,
vous or even scared. When you are doing an investigation, you may want tht Key

cters to feel uneasy. You may pretend you know more than you actually^ .
want them to know that the material you have is substantive and sen ¦

3/lnterviewing

o-'ir Hersh,once
a Pulitzer
Prize-winning
investigative
reporter, uses
tins tac c.
'^Zte magazine
quoted
a government
official commenting
onHei^

Snl! -s cajoles, pleads, threatens, asks a leading question, uses little tidbits as

- .fh-, . ,w the whole story. When he finishes you feel like a wet rag.

]„ .ome cases, however, it is better even in an investigation to take alow-key

. approach. Let the source relax. Talk around the subject but gradually bmg the
ussion to the key issues. The surprise element may work in your favor.

' So may the sympathetic approach. When the source 13 spe^|'^
I ™ minctuate the source's responses with comments such as That s interest

S." Sources who think you are sympathetic are more likely to vcjluntecr for¬
mation. Researchers have found, for instance, that a simp e mm-

the length of the answer interviewers get.

Other Practical Considerations
Where you sit in relation to the person you are interviewing can be Mportort
Unless you deliberately axe trstag t» make those mteraewed feel ™eomfortable do not sit directly In front of them. Penmt your sources to establish eye

: "e"^~ disturbed by the way a reporter takes notes.
A tape recorder ensures accuracy of quotes, but it makes many spea e
conscious or nervous. If you have permission to use a tape

an inconspicuous spot and ignore it except to make s^e it^ wortog P^pe y
Writing notes longhand may interfere with your ability to digest what is ben g

Sd BTnot taking any notes at all Is risky. Only a ~«ers » eave an
interview and accurately write down what was said. Certainly no one can do

^™od™ e direct quotes verbatim You should learn shorthand or develop a
note-taking system of your own.

ENSURING ACCURACY
Accuracy is a major problem in all interviews Both the question and^^ ^wer
may be ambiguous. You may not understand what incorrectly. You may not know the context of the remarks. Your biases may mter

Figures stated during an
interview must be doublechecked. The mere state¬

^S^grraSground of your sources, having a comfortable relationship

ment of a statistic, even by
a reliable source, does not

with them and keeping good notes are important

ensure accuracy.

were missin* when a journalism student, two weeks into an internship ^ a major

^aily, interviewed the public information officer for a sheriff s
criminal activity in and around a shelter for battered women. The reporter had

never met the source. She took notes on her phone m™^h/^eecod1fdPt]2
and others in whatever notebook happened to be near y. fr
time, date or even the source. There were no notes showing context, just fra0

ments of quotes, scrawled in nearly illegible handwriting.

wi^hprl the developer of the shelter sued. Questioned

After the story was pubhshed^e^ misuIlderstood ^ and used
by attorneys, the dePut^f context ln several cases, he contended, she cornReporting

some of his comments her own words in his mouth. He testmed

pleted her fragmentary notes by p^ ^ ^ acquaillted Many call back to check

Tools

that most reporters c stories. She did neither.
his quotes on sensitive reporter to produce and explain her notes, she

When the court ^ to admit on several occasions that
had trouble reconstructing them, sne
she wasn't sure what the fragments mean ^ notes. David Finkel,

The accuracy of your ^^^Is became a Pulitzer Prize finalist,
TIPS: Before you leave the
interview
• Ask if there's anything
else the interviewee
wants to say.

. Check facts — spellings,
dates, statistics, quotes.

whose story on a Ms material was accurate. Observing what his subtook extra steps to be certem h shows So he could quote accu-

w0lM not be avanable'8et tape
recorder near the TV to rec^^e/g°^:nor introducing bias are unavoidable,
Some possibilities ^or^ma^ ^ ^ reportillg p0ssible,
but others are not. To ensure* obtain a good interview, including

• Set a time for rechecking
facts, quotes.

« Discuss when and where
the interview might
appear.

• Ask the interviewee if he
or she wants extra copies.

examine these and other techmques.

Observing
1 1 Knt do not see The detail they miss may be the different
Some reporters look but do ^ a delight t0 read. Your powers of obse
between a routine^stoiy ™ story beyond your source's words. Is the

"Today one has the impres¬

sion that the interviewer
is not listening to what you
say, nor does he think it
important, because he
believes that the tape re¬
corder hears everything.
But he's wrong, it doesn't
hear the beating of the
heart, which is the most
important part of the
interview."

— Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, Colombian
writer and Nobel
laureate

Se oSrffig you may have reason to con^e the
investigation. ^ mpcqaees nonverbally. Researchers have been
People communicate so ^ ineanings. For instance, folded arms often;

able to correlate some gesto ^ approached; crossed anMes often signal
signal that someone d^s however, may not be the same for all eihniC:

aMculturaTgroup^Reporters sho^d read more about the subject.

Understanding
¦h t vnn see is crucial to the news-gathering process. is

you hL. It is not enough merely to record what Is !,,« _
said; you must also digeM it ^ be ^ mcssage. xhe rep0rter wl«.
Sometimes what you ^ ^ ^ police chief asked s,.\eral-j
trying to find out ifth® D What struck the reporter during the!
questions ^ of ^thusiasm tor the chief. That unlnteulio

Wr^rJorMngonthestotyunfflhecontinnedit

Asking Follow-Up Questions
If you understand what the source is saying, you can ask meaningful follow-up
questions. There is nothing worse than briefing your city editor on the inter¬

3/lnter vie wing

view and having the editor ask you, "Well, did you ask. . . ?" Having to say no is
embarrassing.

Even if you go into an interview armed with a list of questions, the most
important questions will probably be the ones you ask in response to an answer.
A reporter who was doing a story on bidding procedures was interviewing the
mayor. The reporter asked how bid specifications were written. In the course of
his reply, the mayor mentioned that the president of a construction firm had
assured him the last bid specifications were adequate. The alert reporter picked
up on the statement:
"When did you talk to him?"
"About three weeks ago," the mayor
said.

"That's before the specifications were
published, wasn't it?"
"Yes, we asked him to look them over

"Oh, he changed a few minor things.
Nothing important."
"Did officials of any other construc¬
tion firms see the bid specifications be¬
fore they were advertised?"
"No, he was the only one."

for us."

"Did he find anything wrong with the
way they were written?"

Gradually, on the basis of one offhand comment by the mayor, the reporter was
able to piece together a solid story on the questionable relationship between the
city and the construction firm. You should end nearly every interview with
the same question: "Is there anything I haven't asked that I should?"

TIPS: After the interview
« Organize your notes —

immediately:
• Craft a proper lead.
• Write a coherent story.

Other Techniques
Although most questions are designed to get information, some are asked as a
delaying tactic. A reporter who is taking notes may fall behind. One good trick
for catching up is just to say, "Hold on a second — let me get that" or "Say that
again." Other questions are intended to encourage a longer response. "Go on
with that" or "Tell me more about that" encourages the speaker to add more
detail.

You don't have to be stalling for time to say you don't understand. Don t be
embarrassed to admit you haven't grasped something. It is better to admit to one
person you don't understand than to advertise your ignorance in newsprint or on
the airwaves in front of thousands.

Another device for making the source talk on is not a question at all; it is
a pause. You are signaling the source that you expect more. But the lack of a
response from you is much more ambiguous than "Tell me more about that." It

may indicate that you were skeptical of what was just said, that you didn t under¬
stand, that the answer was inadequate or several other possibilities. The source

will be forced to react.

• Check accuracy with the
interviewee.

Reporters should do
research after an interview
to ascertain specific figures
when a source provides an
estimate. For example, if a

shop owner says he runs
one of 20 pizza parlors in
town, check with the city
business-license office to
get the exact number.

| Many dull interviews become intereSbirig aitei' uicy uro

I things you should always do when you finish your questions: Check key facts, figReporting ures and quotes and then put away your pen but keep your ears open. You are

Tools not breaching any ethical rule if you continue to ask questions after you have
put away your pen or turned off the tape recorder. That's when some sources
loosen up.

Quickly review your notes and check facts, especially dates, numbers,
quotes, spellings and titles. Besides helping you get it right, it shows the source
you are careful. If necessary, arrange a time when you can call to check other
parts of the story or clear up questions you may have as you are writing.

Researchers have found that more than half of direct quotations are inaccurate,
even when the interview is tape-recorded. That reflects a sloppiness that is unac¬
ceptable. Make sure you are the exception.

As a matter of courtesy, tell the source when the story might appear. You
may even offer to send along an extra copy of the article when it's completed.
Remember that although the interview may be over, your relationship to the
source is not. When you have the story written, call the source and confirm the in¬
formation. Better to discover your inaccuracies before you print than after.
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] Learn to gather background on your sources.

sure to focus on one aspect of the student's life.

Write a memo of up to two pages about your

Ask your classmate to read the story and to

state's senior U.S. senator. Concentrate on those

mark errors of fact and perception. The instruc¬

details that will allow you to focus on how

tor will read your story and the critique.

the senator views the pro-life versus pro-choice
issue. Indicate the sources of your information.
Do an Internet search on the senator.

2. List five open-ended questions you would ask
the senator.
3. List five closed-ended questions you would ask.

5. Your instructor will give you a news item. Pre¬

pare a list of questions you would ask to do a
follow-up interview. As each question is read

aloud in class, cross it off your list. See if you can
come up with the most original and appropriate
questions.

4. Interview a student also enrolled in your report¬
ing class. Write a two- or three-page story. Be
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- A nd you can quote me on that." Many people who say these words

/%, don't expect to be quoted. They mean only that they are sure of
i what they are saying and are not afraid or ashamed to say it.
Nonetheless, these are sweet words to a reporter.

Direct quotes add color and credibility to your story. By using direct
qimies, you are telling readers that you are putting them directly in
touch with the speaker. Like a letter, direct quotes are personal. Quota-

lion marks signal the reader that something special is coming. Direct

In this chapter
you will learn:
1. What is worth quoting
directly.
2. How and when to
attribute direct and
indirect quotes.

ijiioies provide a story with a change of pace, a breath of air. They also
loosen up a clump of dense type.

\s Paula LaRoque, writing coach and assistant managing editor of
The Dallas Morning News, said, "The right quotes, carefully selected
and presented, enliven and humanize a story and help make it clear,

credible, immediate and dramatic. Yet many quotations in journalism
are dull, repetitive, ill-phrased, ungrammatical, nonsensical, self-serving
or just plain dumb."

Now that's a quotation worth quoting!
But not everything people say is worth quoting. You need to learn
what to quote directly, when to use partial quotes and when to para¬

phrase. You also must learn how and how often to attribute quotations
and other information. Like a researcher, you must know when infor¬
mation must be tied to a source. However, attributing a remark or
some information does not excuse you from a possible libel suit. And, of
course, you want to be fair.

Being fair sometimes is difficult when sources do not want to be
quoted. For that reason you also must leam how to deal with off-therecord quotes and background information.

WHAT TO QUOTE DIRECTLY
Crisp, succinct, meaningful quotes spice up any story. But you can

overdo a good thing. You need direct quotes in your stories, but you also
need to develop your skill in recognizing what is worth quoting. Let's
look at the basic guidelines.

3. How to handle both
on- and off-the-record
information.

Unique Material
Reporting
Tools

someone at length, look for the kernel. Sometimes .t

mS " hat day" s gomgto happen? It's not relevant. So why shouM I waste my

beaUSn^™P^™ked how she Mt ahont tob-Uondioke,
she replied: Tm not offended at all because I know I'm not a dumb blond, als
^Strito^stttements like those should be quoted, but not always_

Said one See the chef for saying it, and shame on the Sar for prmtmg tt
TIPS: Use direct quotes
when
• Someone says something
unique.

» Someone says something
uniquely.

» Someone important says
something important.

There iTreason to place simple, factual material inside quotation marfe
Her Ji^a segment of copy from a story about similarities m the careers of a
father and son that needed no quotes at all:
"My son was born on campus," says the elder Denney, 208
Westridge Drive, a professor in regional and community
affairs.
"In fact, he was born in the same hospital that I met my
wife,» he says, explaining he was in Noyes Hospital with a
fractured spine when she was a student nurse.

"I often quote myself. It
adds spice to my conver¬

Since that time, he has earned his bachelor's degree

"technically in agriculture with a major in biological

sation."

- George Bernard

Shaw, playwright

science and conservation.

Although the quoted material is informative, it contains nothing particularly
surprising, disturbmg, new or even drfferent It should be wntten.
Denney, of 208 Westridge Drive, is a professor m regional
community affairs. While hospitalized in Noyes Hospital wi
fractured spine, he met a student nurse who became his wif
Eight years later, his son was born at the same hospital.
The son has since earned a bachelor's degree m
agriculture with a major in biological science and
conservation.

b first version has 72 words; the second, with 60 words, is tighter arid better.
. a direct quotation should say something significant. Also, a direct quotation
'should not simply repeat what has been said indirectly. It should move the story
forward. Here's a passage from a USA Today story about a proposed law that
would bar health-insurance companies, employers and managed-care plans from

disci munating against people because of their genetic makeup:

Fear of insurance discrimination based
on the results of genetic tests has been on
the rise for years. "It stops many people
cold from getting tested," says Karen
Clarke, a genetics counselor at Johns
1 iopkins University in Baltimore.

'1 tie quotation is useful, it is informative, and it moves the story forward.

Sometimes spoken material is unique not because of individual remarks that
;ji*e surprising or new but because of extended dialogue that can tell the story
more effectively than writers can in their own words. The writer of the following
story made excellent use of dialogue:

Avoid quotes that provide
statistics. You are better off
paraphrasing and attribut¬
ing your source. Save

quotes for reaction and
interpretation.

Lou Provancha pushed his wire-rimmed
glasses up on his nose and leaned toward
the man in the wheelchair.
"What is today, Jake?" he asked.
Jake twisted slightly and stared at
the floor.
"Jake," Provancha said. "Jake, look

"Jake, what is today? What does it
say here? What is this word? I've got my
finger pointed right at it."
Jake squinted at the word. With a
sudden effort, like a man heaving a bag of
cement mix onto a truck bed, he said:
"Tuesday."

"Jake was in a coma a week ago," he ex¬

Provancha grinned. It was a small
victory for both of them.
The shaggy-haired nurse was coax¬
ing his patient step-by-step back into the
world he had known before a car acci¬
dent pitched him into a two-month-long
coma, with its resulting disorientation and

plained. "He couldn't talk."

memory loss.

up here."

A long silence filled the tiny, clut¬
tered room on the sixth floor of the Uni¬
versity Medical Center.
Provancha, a licensed practical nurse
at the hospital, glanced at the reporter.

Provancha pointed to a wooden board
propped up on the table beside him.

Here's another example of how dialogue can move the story along and
"show" rather than "tell." The story is about the restoration of old cars. A father
is passing on a rare technique to his son:

When the lead is smooth and the irregu¬
larities filled to his satisfaction, he reaches
for his file.

"How long has it been since you've
done this?" his son asks.
"It's been at least 20 years."

"How do you tin it so it won t iitcH
and all run off on the floor?"
"Very carefully."

Before the lesson is finished, a cus¬
tomer and two other shop workers have
joined the group watching Larry at work.
This is a skill few people know.
"I don't like the way this lead melts,"

"Tin helps ii stick.

"Why do you pull the file instead of
pushing it?"
"So I can see better."

"I would already have the fiberglass
on and be done by now.

"I know, but anything worthwhile
you have to work for.

he says.

"That's what it does when there s not
enough tin?" his son asks.

Notice the careful instruction and concerned advice from a teacher/father. His
last sentence contains one of life's lessons: "I know, but anything worthwlnle you
-I n 55

have to work for."

The Unique Expression
When vou can say "Ah, I've never heard it said that way before, you know you
have something quotable. Be on the lookout for the clever, the colorful, the collo-

quial For example, an elderly man talking about his orgamc garden said,
hard to teU people to watch what they eat. You eat health, you know.
A professor lecturing on graphic design said, "When you think it looks likea
mistake it is." The same professor once was explaining that elements m a es ^
ZuM not cal attention to themselves: "You don't walk up to a beautiful pamt
ing in someone's home and say, 'That's a beautiful frame! . ,
A computer trainer said to a reporter: "Teaching kids computers is like lead¬

ing ducks to water. But teaching adults computers is like trying to teach chicke

t0 l^times something said uniquely is a coUoquialism. CoUoq^ add color and life to your copy. A person from Louisiana may say, I was just fc ^

ing to leave when the phone rang." In parts of the South you re apt to hear I
might could do that." A person from around Lancaster, Pa., nugh »

out" when turning off the lights. And people m and around Fort Wayne Ind
"redd up" the dishes after a meal, meaning that they wash them and pu e
where they belong.

Important Quotes by Important People
If citizen Joe Smith says, "Something must be done about this
you may or may not consider it worth quoting. But if the mayor says. Some J
must be done about this teachers' strike," many papers would prmt the qu • <_

Generally reporters quote public officials or known personalities mtheirncNU
stories (although not everything the famous say is worth quoting). Reme •.
prominence is an important property of news (see Figure . ).
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4/1 n Their
Own Words

Figure 4.1
Although quotes from
experts and public figures
are generally used to
strengthen a stoi~y's

;*

¦ Quoting sources that readers axe likely to know lends authonty credi ty
and interest to your story. Presumably, a meteorologist knows*

the weather, adoctor abouthealth, a chemistry professor&^f^^Sevm]£
ever, it is unlikely that a television star knows a great deal about cameras, even
he or she makes commercials about cameras.

Accuracy
The first obligation of any reporter is to be accurate. Before there can be any dis-

Zton otwtaer or tow to use direct quotations, you must learn to get the
exact words of the source.

ScSednotes from interviews, press conferences and meetings axe often

and ^ret A stud, *
guistics at the University of Arizona, shows only 13 of 98 quot
Arizona newspapers proved to be verbatim when compared to CWy
twice, however, were the nonverbatim quotes consideied incompatible wi

campaign rally in Naperville, 111., George W. Bush made a
derc^ato^ remark aboutjournalist while on stage. The remark, meant to be
heard only by running mate Dick Cheney, was picked up by the microphone an
several reporters'tape recorders.

The Baltimore Sun related the incident this way.

authority, quotes from
ordinary citizens with
unique experience in a
newsworthy event may
also add credibility.

As the two candidates stood onstage,
gazing out over the crowd and waving,
Bush remarked, "There's Adam Clymer,
major-league asshole from The New York
Times.'"

"Oh, yeah, he is, big-time," Cheney
agreed.

We know those quotations axe accurate because Web sites such as USA Today's
provided an actual audio recording. USA Today, however, quoted the candidates
differently:
Standing on a stage at the start of a rally
in Naperville, 111., Bush was heard saying
to Cheney, "There's Adam Clymer of The
New York Times, a major-league asshole."

To which Cheney replied, "Yeah, big time."
Other newspapers reported censored variations of the quotes. The St. Pete? burg Times wrote:
"There's Adam Clymer, major league
a h Bush told Cheney.
"Oh yeah, yeah. Big time," Cheney
agreed.

The New York Daily News censored the quote this way:
"There's Adam Clymer — major league
a hole from The New York Times,"
Bush noted while waving to the crowd.
"Oh, yeah, he is. Big time," Cheney
said, as the smiles on the two men broad¬
ened and Bush nodded while continuing
to wave with both arms.

One thing's for sure. Bush and Cheney said what they said. Editors might want to
censor the vulgarity, but they should not change the words. Your passion for
accuracy should compel you to get and record the exact words. Only then c;m
you decide which words to put between quotation marks.

Verification
When someone important says something important but perhaps false, putting
the material in quotes does not relieve you of the responsibility for the inaccura¬
cies. Citizens, officials and candidates for office often say things that may be par¬
tially true or altogether untrue and perhaps even libelous. Quotations, like anyother information you gather, need verification.

^ ^ lhe 1950s, during the time of Sen. Joseph McCarthy's anti-Communism
,.S11nations, many newspapers, in the interest of strict objectivity, day after
*' Hav iiuoted the Wisconsin senator's charges and countercharges. (It should be
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nnmU-d out that some publishers did this because they agreed with his stance
and because his remarks sold newspapers.) Few papers thought it was their
rpsiumsibility to quote others who were pointing out the obvious errors and
inniiMstendes in the demagogue's remarks. Today, however, in the interest of
JnHi" e fairness and objectivity, many papers leave out, correct or point out the
0IT()i - in some quotations. This may be done in the article itself or man accom-

Pa"'u' candidate Joe Harkness says that his opponent Jim McGown is a member

'^Vhen you see yourself
quoted in print and you're
sorry you said it, it suddenly
becomes a misquotation."

of Hi" Ku mux KJan, you should check before you print the charge. Good renori.MS don't stop looking and checking just because someone gives them some

infu, nation. Look for yourself. Prisoners may have an altogether different
nt of a riot from the one the prison officials give you. Your story will not be

— Dr. Laurence J. Peter,

author of Peter's
Quotations and
The Peter Principle

complete unless you talk to all sides.

¦

¦

PROBLEMS IN DIRECT QUOTATION
By now you realize that although you should use direct quotations, they present
many challenges and problems. Lets look at some of them.

"The surest way to make a
monkey of a man is to
quote Mm."

Paraphrasing Quotes
While some quotations need verification, others need clarification. Do not quote
someone unless you are sure of what that person means. The reason (or excuse)

"But that's what the man said" is not sufficient to use the quote. It is much better
to skip a quotation altogether than to confuse the reader.
The best way to avoid confusing and unclear quotes or needlessly long an
wordy quotes is to paraphrase. You must convey to the reader the meaning of the
speaker. As a reporter you must have confidence that sometimes you are able o

convey that meaning in fewer words and in better language than the speaker did.
You can save your editors a lot of work if you shorten quotes. Digesting, con¬

densing and clarifying quotes take more effort than simply recording them word
for word. You will not impress anyone with long quotations. On the contrary, you

may be guilty of lazy writing. Here is a quote that could be cut drastically:
"When I first started singing lessons I assumed I would be a
public school teacher and maybe, if I was good enough, a
voice teacher," he said. "When I graduated from the
university, I still thought I would be a teacher, and I
wanted to teach."

A rewrite conveys the meaning more succinctly.

1

— Robert Benchley,
humorist

When he first started singing lessons, and even after he
graduated from the university, he wanted to be a public school
voice teacher.

Using Partial Quotes
It is much better to paraphrase or to use full quotes than to use fragmentary or
partial quotes. Some editors would have you avoid "orphan quotes" almost alto¬
gether. Here is an example of the overuse of partial quotes:
The mayor said citizens should "turn off" unnecessary lights
and "turn down" thermostats "to 65 degrees."

The sentence would be better with no quotation marks at all.
If a particular phrase has special significance or meaning, a partial quote
may be justifiable. Sometimes you may want to put a word or phrase in quotation
marks to indicate that this was precisely what the speaker said. Look at this use
of a one-word quote in a story about genetic engineering in The Atlantic
Monthly:
By all but eliminating agricultural erosion j
and runoff—so Brian Noyes, the local
conservation-district manager, told me —

continuous no-till could "revolutionize" j
the area's water quality *

The writer thought it important that readers should know that ''revolution¬
ize" was not his word but the word of Brian Noyes. And he was right. "Revolu¬
tionize" is a strong word.
When you do use partial quotes, do not put quotation marks around some¬

thing the speaker could not have said. Suppose a speaker told a student audience
at a university, "I am pleased and thrilled with your attendance here tonight." It
would be incorrect to write:
The speaker said she was "pleased and thrilled with the
students' attendance."

Partial quotes often contain an ellipsis (three spaced periods) to tell the
reader that some of the words of the quote are missing. For example:
"I have come here tonight . . . and I have crossed state lines
... to conspire against the government."

This practice at times may be justifiable, but you should not keep the readiv
guessing about what is missing. Sometimes the actual meaning of the speak<T
can be distorted by dropping certain words. If a critic writes about a three-; u-i
play, "A great hit — except for the first three acts," an ad that picks up only 1 he
first part of that quote is guilty of misrepresentation. A journalist using the tech¬
nique to distort the message is no less guilty.

Capturing Dialect or Accent
Usin}.' colorful or colloquial expressions helps the writer capture a person in a
pari icular environment. The same is true when you write the way people talk:
"Are you gonna go?" he asked.
"No, I'm not goin'," she replied.

In everyday speech hardly anyone enunciates perfectly. To do so would
sou id affected. In fiction, therefore, it is common to use spellings that match
S|H v;ch. But when conversation is written down in newspaper reporting, readers

expect correct, full spellings. Not only is correct spelling easier to read, it is also
lc>-,s difficult to write. Capturing dialect is difficult, as these passages from a story
alio at a Hollywood actress illustrate:
"Boy, it's hot out theah," she started. "I could sure use a

nice cold beer. How about it, uh? Wanta go get a couple
beers?"

II vi ,0 said "theah," wouldn't she also say "beeah"? Perhaps she said, "How 'bout
ii. uti?" And if she said "wanta," maybe she also said "geta."

In another passage, the author has the actress speaking "straight" English:
"Would you believe I used to dress like that all the time?
Dates didn't want to be seen with me. I was always being asked
to change clothes before going out."

Then, later in the story, she reverts to less formal speech:
"I'm tired of pickin' up checks. I've never been ta college,
so I'd like to take a coupla classes. I wanta take law so I
can find out who's stealing the country. And I wanta take
geology. The San Andreas Fault is my hobby, y'know? I think
man can beat out nature."

First the actress wanted "a couple beers." Then she wanted to take a coupla
classes." In the same passage she is tired of "pickin'" up checks, but she wants to

find out who's "stealing" the country. It is unlikely she is that inconsistent in her
speech.

The writer of this story tried to show us something of the character of the
actress. If he wanted to convey her speech patterns, he should either have been

consistent or simply reported that she talked the same off the set as on it.
Sometimes when a newspaper attempts to quote someone saying something
uniquely, it betrays a bias. During the 1960 presidential election campaign, some
Northern newspapers delighted in quoting Alabama Gov. George Wallace ex¬
actly, even trying to reproduce his Southern drawl. But some of these same
newspapers did not try to reproduce the Boston accent of John F. Kennedy or of
his brothers.

However, you should not make everyone's speech the same. Barbara King,
now the director of editorial training for the Associated Press, laments "our fre¬
quent inability to write other than insipid speech" and "our tendency to homoge¬
nize the day-to-day speech parterns of the heterogeneous people we write

about." She acknowledges that writers worry about exposing to ridicule the
immigrant's halting or perhaps unconventional speech while the stockbroker's
speech appears flawless.

King calls the argument specious. Of course, people should not be exposed
to ridicule through their speech. "The point here," she says, "is simply that when
the writer's intention in writing dialects, quaint expressions, nonconventional
grammar, flowery or showy speech, or the Queen's English is to make a person
human, that intention is not only acceptable, it's desirable."

J. R. Moehringer of the Los Angeles Times did this in his Pulitzer Prizewinning article for feature writing:
"No white man gonna tell me not to march," Lucy says, jutting
her chin. "Only make me march harder."

The only way you can make people human is to listen to them. King says
reporters and writers usually hear but rarely listen. She advises reporters to "lis¬
ten for expressions, turns of phrase, idiosyncratic talk," and to work it into their
stories.

USA Today reporter James Cox did that when he wrote about multimillion¬
aire Rose Blum kin and her Mrs. B.'s Warehouse in Omaha, Neb. Cox wrote that
the 95-year-old proprietor rues the day she hired her grandsons, Ron and Irv

Blmnkin, to help her manage her furniture business, especially after she began to
feel as if they were trying to go over her head:
"They don't have no character. They don't

Mrs. B. is wonderful with customers

have no feelings," says Mrs. B. in her

but has no use for the hired help. "He's a

thick Russian accent. "They told me I am
too old, too cranky. . . . They don't know

dummy, my salesman. A stupe."
Says salesman Jerry Pearson, "She's

nothing. What I got in my finger they don't
got in their whole heads."

hell on the help but great with customers.
She closes like a bear trap."

Reporter Cox was listening that day, and he worked those quotes into his st >i \
with great effect.

Mix-Matching Questions and Answers
Writers have other problems with quotes. They often agonize over whether they
may use answers from one question to answer another question. Later on in an
interview or in a trial, a person may say something that answers better or mi >re

fully a question posed earlier.
In the preceding Cox quotations of Mrs. B., notice the ellipsis in the quote
about her grandsons. Mrs. B. probably did not say those words sequentially. I he
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master's degree in health/medical
writing and magazine journalism.
"I never thought I'd end up

m

being an editor," she says. But

after completing her degree in
1980, she was hired as associate
editor of Muscle & Fitness maga¬

more varied sources you
have, the more information

Both as a reporter and as an
editor, Jo Ellen has had long

you'll get similar quotes.
Be nice. Remember that

experience with direct quota¬
tions and attribution. Here are

people don't have to talk to
you. Usually they're doing

some tips from her:

you a favor. Even when you

• Get it straight from the

for the North Platte (Neb.) Tele¬
graph and a correspondent for
The Denver Post zone sections
before returning to school for a

on a roll, listen.
> Cultivate many sources. The

ing editor, her present position.

editor, articles editor and manag¬

Jo Ellen Krumin was a reporter

peeve. When your subject's

and points of view you'll
obtain. If you rely on the
same people ail the time,

zine. Then she became research

Ik

subject expound on his or
her favorite theme or pet

write something the source
would prefer not be printed

horse's mouth. Don't trust

or broadcast, be professional

secondhand and thirdhand

and fair in your dealings with
the unhappy subject.

sources.

• Listen. Don't be so wrapped

• Think ahead. Remember, you

up in your preselected ques¬

may need your sources

tions that you don't let your

again.

words after the ellipsis may have been said hours after the previous quote. T e
only questions you must ask yourself in situations like this are: Am I being fan.
Am I distorting the meaning? Am I putting quotes together that change what the
speaker intended to say? Sentences that logically go together, that logically
enhance one another and that are clearly sequential can and often should be
placed together.

Correcting Quotes
The quotes from Mrs. B. bring up perhaps the most perplexing problem tied to
proper handling of direct quotations. The Russian immigrant uses incorrect
grammar. When do you, or should you, correct grammatical errors m a direct

quotation? Should you expect people in news conferences or during informal
interviews to speak perfect English?
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Although quotation marks mean you are capturing the exact language o a
speaker, it is accepted practice at many newspapers to correct mistakes m gram¬
mar and to convey a person's remarks in complete sentences. None of us regu¬
larly speaks in perfect, grammatical sentences. But if we were writing down our

remarks, presumably we would write in grammatically correct English.
Reporters and editors differ widely on when or even whether to correct
quotes. A reporter for the Rocky Mountain News quoted an attorney as saying,

"Her and John gave each other things they needed and couldn't get anyplace
else." The reporter said the quote was accurate but, on second thought, said i
might have been better to correct the grammar in the written account.

A story on CNN.com about the loss of the crew in the space shuttle
Columbia disaster uses these quotes:
"As we seen (Columbia) coming over, we seen a lot of light and it looked like
debris and stuff was coming off the shuttle," Benjamin Laster, of Kempt, Texas,
told

CNN.

.

.

,

„

"We seen large masses of pieces coming off the shuttle as it was coimn& y,
Laster said. "The house kmd-of shook and we noticed a big some boom . an
then we seen a big continuous puff of vapor or smoke stream come out and then
we noticed a big chunk come over."

Did CNN.com perhaps allow these quotes to stand because Laster was on
the network using these exact words? But is that a reason for not paraphrasing
the quotes and avoiding making the speaker sound uneducated?
Most papers have no written policy on correcting grammatical errorsjn
direct quotations. Because so many variables are involved, these matters are
handled on a case-by-case basis. Some argue you should sacrifice a bit of accu¬

racy in the interest of promoting proper English.
However, some would let public figures be embarrassed by quoting them
using incorrect grammar. Columnist James Kilpatrick asks, "When we pui a

statement (of a public figure) in direct quotation marks, must it be exactly what
was said? My own answer is yes. On any issue of critical substance, we ought not
to alter a single word." .

Yet in another matter in a different column, Kilpatrick writes, It is ail very
well to tidy up a subject's syntax (italics added) and to eliminate thei ahs, -ms
and you-knows, but direct quotation marks are a reporter's iron-clad, hon.'i-

bound guarantee that something was actually said.
At times it may be necessary to illustrate a person's flawed use of langu; me.
In some cases, you may wish to use "sic" in brackets to note the error, misus. - ¦>,
peculiarity of the quotation. "Sic," Latin for "thus," indicates that a statement n J*

originally spoken or written exactly as quoted. It is particularly important to use
"sic" for improper or unusual use of language when you are quoting a wriiion
source.

And if you think there is some agreement on the subject of correcting gran
mar in direct quotations, read what The Associated Press Stylebook andBntiwg
on Media Law says:

Never alter quotations even to correct minor grammatical errors or word usage.

O usual minor tongue slips may be removed by using ellipses but even that
slu iuld be done with extreme caution. If there is a question about a quote, either
di .n't use it or ask the speaker to clarify.

\\ lien a reporter asked Kelly Mc Bride of the Poyiiter Institute about using a
quote of a child who said, "Everybody be up here," McBride answered, "Fix it."

The reporter asked, "Really? I can do that?"
McBride goes on to say in her column on Poynter Online, "We fix grammar
all the time, I explained. Often, we do it as we write the quotes down in our notebnok. A week later, one of my colleagues told her the exact opposite. Never

rhange anything inside the quotations marks, he said.
"If a quote contains poor grammar, the bar for using it is surpassed when the
Mibstance of the statement contains an important fact, reveals something about
llie character, and is relevant to the story, he said."

Correcting quotations is even more difficult for radio and television reporters.
Tliat's why they don't worry about it as much. Writers and editors for print might
k'member that the quotation they use may have been heard by millions of people
n.i radio or television. Changing the quote even slightly might make viewers and
listeners question the credibility of print reports. They might also ask why print
writers feel the need to act as press agents who wish to make their subjects look
u< >od.

That applies to celebrities of all kinds (actors, sports figures), but it might
,,lso apply to registered political candidates and elected officials. At least, some
argue, news agencies should have some consistency. If a reporter quotes a
farmer using incorrect grammar, then should the same be done for the mayor or

for a college professor?
A letter in The Washington Post criticized the newspaper for quoting exactly
a mother of 14 children who was annoyed at then Mayor Marion Barry's advice to
stop having babies. The quote read: "And your job is to open up all those houses
that's boarded up." The writer then accused the Post of regularly stringing
together quotes of the president to make him appear articulate. The writer con¬
cluded: "I don't care whether the Post polishes quotes or not. I simply think that
everyone — black or white, rich or poor, president or welfare mother de¬
serves equal treatment."
That's good advice.

Removing Redundancies
Another question you must deal with as a reporter is whether to remove redun¬
dancies and other irrelevant material by using ellipses. Again, there is no agree¬

ment in the industry. Even though some consider it wrong to clean up quotes,
they do not mind omitting words and even sentences from quotes without indi¬
cating the omission by an ellipsis. Some newspapers choose not to use ellipses
because they make readers wonder what was left out or, as one editor said,

"because typographically they make the paper look like chicken pox."

For most reporters md However, when you

IieSSmft™'SStionJ you ^¦';^'^"Z^X,'^^^'^'x•'"'¦ "f'^^
regarding the use of direct quo iwk, only Ore exact words of

Dekting Obscenity, Profanity and VuSganty^ ^ ^ ^
Many news organizations "^^Xobscerities (words usuaily referrtag
broadcast — even if they Cwords used irreverently to refer
to sexual parts or toctions^ ^ (words referring.to

s^^^the®',ro,3iiar« ^ =«-rd!'ttd ^ta
Of course, there are ^^g child molestation stones,

W-"eSd such wo^sm a^« :details ^e^onStarfs impeachment report of:Presrd,ntWOmU^ ^
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loversy of explicit sexual "may be OFFENSIVE to some

favors" and "phone sex." ^ ctaist. used in discussions of

r^SeTec^ent^Sg the story on top with a warning that t e

story contains language that is has become "raoier and m(^
streetwise, writes Rita L ^ a lot less priggislmess. Ry att
Institute in St. Petersburg, Fla.. esnecially that of cable TV. ,.

this change to entertainment programming, P audience. Like it or not,

widely

^

*

»n orincj n.frniirsp the FCC can still fine a broadcaster or suspend a

W tamTn%. Though that's unhkely, audiences are quick to let a station
•' ^ m1! toes youTa^^sh to use vulgarities to show the intensity of someone's

' i orror, frustration or bitterness. Few inside the news media cond
rasual, gratuitous use of vulgarities.
Readers and listeners don't condone them either.

Avoiding Made-Up Quotes
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^r^oceed to tnai il the altered 4no,e Jesuits in a matena! change
lously exact when you place people's words inside quotation marks. Again, w
in doubt, paraphrase.

Practicing Prepublication Review

H=ESS5SH;rr,=
' to lhe to""'J*
s„ Jr^us—r. Rather, he
review looser the tongues ot tight-lipped sources tlie

K"t£X Sp1Zeiss'Xs anottrer reason why more Journalists are prac^

themselves often the subjects of interviews," he writes. "They have had a taste of
*?i_ " their otoi medicine and lliey don't like it."
Reporting Another reason for prepublication review is that it serves as a defense

Tools against libel. Jurors are less likely to find "reckless disregard for the truth" in an
article that the source reviewed.

But what happens when sources want to change a quote? Weinberg says he
makes it clear that the source is checking only for accuracy. He will consider
comments about interpretation, phrasing or tone, but he retains the right to
change or not to change.

And what happens if someone denies saying something that is in a direct
quote? That possibility is why, Weinberg says, you need to have good notes, even
if they are in shorthand. Having the interview on tape is even better.

In an article in Poynter Online about reporter Judith Miller's front-page story
in The New York Times in which she agreed to have her story reviewed by mili¬
tary officials prior to publication, Kelly McBride writes: "Although the conditions
for Miller's access to MET Alpha unit were unusual, they are hardly unprece¬
dented in the world of journalism. Every day, beat reporters make deals —

exphcit and implicit — with their sources about what to print, when to print it,
and what to leave out. Rarely do they tell their readers about these deals. Some¬
times they don't even tell their editors."

Nevertheless, McBride lists some conditions for when it is appropriate to
even consider letting an outsider read a story before press time":

• Is it even possible? Does your newspaper ever allow it?
• if it's possible, circumstances should be extremely limited. It must be a last

resort to getting the story.
• Is this story worth it? Exploiting PPR compromises credibility and public
trust.

You need to know the policy of your news organization, and someday you

may want to help develop a policy that not only allows but also demands prepublication review of the facts and quotations in a story.

ATTRIBUTING DIRECT AND
INDIRECT QUOTES
Now that you've learned some of the complexities of using direct quotations
let's take a look at when and how to attribute them to a source.

When to Attribute
You should almost always attribute direct quotes — with some exceptions, "tou
would not, for example, attribute a quotation to a 7-year-old who witnessed a

A JT
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Figure 4.2
Getting good quotes in a
television interview takes
skill and practice.

gang shooting. You may not wish to attribute a quote to someone who saw a
homicide suspect with the victim.
You should also have a good reason to allow a paragraph of direct quotations
to stand without an attribution. Nevertheless, if you axe quoting from a speech
an interview or a press conference and no one else is mentioned m the story,
may be excessive to put an attribution in every paragraph.

Ordinarily you should attribute indirect quotes. You should usuaUy have a
source for the information you write, and when you do, attribute the inlormation
to that source. The source can be a person or a written document. However,
there are exceptions.
If you are a witness to damages or injuries, do not name yourself as a sour

in the story. Attribute this information to the police or to other authorities (see
Figure 4 2). But if you are on the scene of an accident and can see a
people were involved, you do not have to write: '"Three people were evolved^m
the accident,' Officer Osbord said." If you are unsure of the li;fo™ia^ ^
there are conclusions or generalities involved, your editor probably w^I want
you to attribute the information to an official or a witness. Avoid, howW
attributing factual statements to "officials" or "authorities or source^ Such
constructions," writes journalist Jack Hart, "suggest that we are controHed by
form and that we have forgotten about function." +.0 0!1TO twi
Hart makes a plea for common sense regarding attributions. Let s save them
for direct quotations or paraphrased quotes laced with opinion, evna.e&
for assertions likely to be especially sensitive. Or controversial. He says w

should attribute only "if it matters."

"We, as journalists, know

fax more about the effect of
the printed word than any
citizen off the street who
talks to us for a story, and
that knowledge carries a
responsibility with it. If
someone is likely to get his
head blown off because we
run his name, we shouldn't
run it without good reason.'

— Bob Reuteman, city
editor, Rocky Moun¬
tain News, quoted by
Bill Hosokawa

, , for the veteran Nevertheless, although it is possible to

you do not ^ways nee, to attnbute, when yon
Reporting
Tools

have doubts, go with the attnbutioix Even though you should
That goes for attribntmg to preset your creffibffity by
seldom use them, yon must attributei the ^ Tly revealing their

giving as much into— as ^ ^ chmceHor said.' For
names. For example, you may r p anonymous source said."
the second reference to the same somce use Kmes and The

During the Clinton/Lewinsky affair, both. Tk^ highlighted
HPS: You need not
attribute information to a

Wask^ton Post ^^"^/cited unnamed "lawyers
details of the Starr report before its rele . t0 "informed sources."

^ mayr ? ^ s°m"

source if you are a wit¬

ness or if the information:
• Is a matter of public

one's name and follow it with "not her real name" m paxenthes .

record.

• Is generally known.

• Is available from several
sources.

How
to /Attribute
|| \J VV vL\Jf
In composition and creative to look for a

e Is easily verifiable.
• Makes no assumptions.
• Contains no opinions.
• Is noncontroversial.

ing. For example:
A presidential candidate announces the choice of a running mate.
An arrested man divulges the names of his accomplices.
A judge pronounces sentence.

M other times, m the interest of precise and livdy writing, you may write:
"I'll get you for that," she whispered.
"I object," he shouted.

Nevertheless, reporters and editors preta¦

stances, even if ^ey^^ ^gaidMs imobtinsive Rather than appearing tiresi nm'
sons for this word choice. Said rr.lllTnns calls no attention to i^'U-

and repetitious, it hides m the ne To use ^e word "said" is m bo
"Said" is also neutral. It has no connotations. To use tne wo

you report that a city official claime or mam ^

Lplying that you do <*»**«-«

story.

some newspaper accounts of labor negotiations, company officials
jys "ask" and labor leaders always "demand." "Demanding" sounds harsh
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unreasonable, but "asking" sounds calm and reasonable. A reporter who
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these words in this context is taking an editorial stand — consciously or
unn'i' ciously.
Oi tier words you may be tempted to use as a substitute for "say" are simply
unacu ptable because they represent improper usage. For example:
IP? 'You don't really mean that," he winked.
Ei* "Of course I do," she grinned.
'But what if someone heard you say that?" he frowned.
'ir, "Oh, you are a fool," she laughed.

You i-annot "wink" a word. It is difficult, if not impossible, to "grin," "frown" or
"liiuuli" words. But you may want to say this:
Slot again, " he said, moaning.
I'm afraid so," she said with a grin.

TliN .usage is correct, but often it is not necessary or even helpful to add words
like noaning" or phrases like "with a grin." Sometimes, though, such words and
plu.'ses are needed to convey the meaning of the speaker.

Learning the correct words for attribution is the first step. Here axe some
other guidelines to follow when attributing information:
• If a direct quote is more than one sentence long, place the attribution at the
end of the first sentence. For example:
"The car overturned at least three times," the police officer
said. "None of the four passengers was hurt. Luckily, the car

TIPS: He said, she said:
Punctuating direct
quotations
"Always put the comma
inside quotation marks,"
she said.

Then she added, "The
same goes for the period."
"Does the same rale

apply for the question
mark?" he asked.

"Only if the entire state¬
ment is a question," she

replied, "and never add a
comma after a question
mark. Also, be sure to

lowercase the first word of
a continuing quote that
follows an attribution and
a comma.
"However, you must

capitalize the first word of
a new sentence after an

did not explode into flames . "

That one attribution is adequate. It would be redundant to write:
"The car overturned at least three times," the police officer
said. "None of the four passengers was hurt," he added.

"Luckily, the car did not explode into flames," he continued.

fr Nor should you write:
"The car overturned at least three times. None of the four
passengers was hurt. Luckily, the car did not explode into
flames," the police officer said.

attribution," she continued.

"Do not forget to open and
close the sentence with
quotation marks."
"Why are there no quo¬

tation marks after the word
'comma' at the end of the

fourth paragraph?" he
asked.
"Because the same per¬

son is speaking at the
beginning of the next para¬
graph," she said. "Notice

Although you should not keep the reader wondering who is being quoted, in
most cases you should avoid placing the attribution at the beginning of a quote.

that the new paragraph
does open with quotation

Do not write:

marks. Note, too, that a

The police officer said: "The car overturned at least three

quote inside of a quotation
needs a single quotation

times. None of the four passengers was hurt. Luckily, the car

mark, as around the word

did not explode into flames."

'comma' above."

However, if direct quotes from two different speakers follow one another,

you should start the second with the attribution to avoid confusion:
"The driver must have not seen the curve," an eyewitness said.

"Once the car left the road, all I saw was a cloud of dust.
The police officer said: "The car overturned at least
three times. None of the four passengers was hurt. Luckily,
the car did not explode into flames."

Notice that when an attribution precedes a direct quotation that is more than one
sentence long, wire service style requires that a colon follow the attribution.

. d0 notfoUow a fragment of a quote with a continuing complete sentence of
quotation. Avoid constructions like this one:
The mayor said the time had come "to turn off some lights. We
all must do something to conserve electricity."

The correct form is to separate partial quotes and complete quotes:
The time has come "to turn off some lights," the mayor said.
"We all must do something to conserve electricity."

• ¦jhe first time you attribute a direct or an indirect quote, identify the
speaker fully. How fully depends on how well the speaker is known to
the readers. In Springfield, 111., it is sufficient to identify the mayor simply
as Mayor Karen Hasara. But if a story in the Chicago Tribune referred to
the mayor of Springfield, the first reference would have to be "Karen Hasara,
mayor of Springfield" — unless, of course, the dateline for the story was

Springfield.
• Do not attribute direct quotes to more than one person, as in the following:
"Flames were shooting out everywhere," witnesses sard. "The

electrical wires began falling, and voices were heard
screaming."

All you have to do is eliminate the quotation marks, if indeed any witness made
the statements.
• Do not make up a source. Never attribute a statement to "a witness" urrl< >¦">'
your source is indeed that witness. At times you may ask a witness to .¦onfirm what you have seen, but never invent quotes for anonymous witnesses.

Inventing witnesses and making up quotes is dishonest, inaccurate and inex¬
cusable. One of the many transgressions of former New York Times reponor

Jayson Blair was that he quoted people who never existed.
• in stories covering past news events, use the past tense in attributvnis, ^
and use it throughout the story. However, features and other stories tluil do

not report on news events may be more effective if the attributions are con- ,

sistently given in the present tense. In a feature story such as a personality ¦BKUeJI
111ofile, when it is safe to assume that what the person once said, he or she 4/in Their
v. ould still say, you may use the present tense. For example, when you write, Own Words
¦¦•i like being mayor,' she says," you are indicating that she still enjoys it.

' (irdinarily, place the noun or pronoun before the verb in attributions:
" i Everything is under control," the sheriff said.

If you must identify a person by including a long title, it is better to begin the
at nii ¦ tion with the verb:
enjoy the challenge," says Jack Berry, associate dean for
¦laduate studies and research.

HANDLING ON- AND OFF-THE-RECORD

INFORMATION
Until you are a source in a story involving controversy, you may not understand

why people sometimes don't want to talk to reporters or why they don't want
their names in the paper. Your job would be easy if all of your sources wished to

TIPS: Three reasons for
avoiding anonymous

be "on the record."

sources

Some sources for sound reasons do not want to be named. You must learn to

use professional judgment in handling the material they give you. If you agree
to accept their information, you must honor their requests to remain off the
record. Breaching that confidence destroys trust and credibility and may get you
in trouble with the law. But it is your obligation to take the information else¬
where to confirm it and get it on the record.
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, who as Washington Post reporters
helped uncover the Watergate scandal that eventually led to the resignation of
President Richard M. Nixon, were criticized for citing "high-level sources" with¬

out identifying them. Even though Woodward and Bernstein say they did not use
this technique unless two independent sources had given them the same infor¬
mation, anonymous sources should be used rarely.
Not naming sources is dangerous for three important reasons. First, such

information lacks credibility and makes the reporter and the newspaper suspect.
Second, the source may be lying. He or she may be out to discredit someone
or may be floating a trial balloon to test public reaction on some issue or event.
Skilled diplomats and politicians know how to use reporters to take the tempera¬
ture of public opinion. If the public reacts negatively, the sources will not pro¬
ceed with whatever plans they leaked to the press. In such cases the press has
been used — and it has become less credible.

The third reason that not naming sources is dangerous is that once you
have promised anonymity to a source, you may not change your mind without

1. You damage your credi¬

bility.
2. Your source may be lying
or floating a trial balloon.
3. You may be sued if you
then name your source.

||f|f®B| risking a breach-of-contract suit. In 1991 the Supreme Court ruled 5-4 in
Cohen vs. Cowles Media Co. that the First Amendment does not prevent news
Reporting sources from suing the press for breach of contract when the press makes con-

Tools fidential sources public. That's why papers such as The Miami Herald have a
policy that only a senior editor has authority to commit the paper to a pledge of
confidentiality.
Some reporters make these distinctions regarding sources and attribution.
Off the record: You may not use the information.
Not for attribution: You may use the information but may not attribute it.
Background: You may use it with a general title for a source (for example, "a
White House aide said").
Deep background: You may use the information, but you may not indicate
any source.

By no means is there agreement on these terms. For most people off the record
means not for attribution. For some it means that you cannot use the information
in any way. Some find no difference between "background and deep back¬
ground."

Because there is little agreement among journalists, sources may be equally
vague about the terms. Your obligation is to make sure you and your sources
understand each other. Set the ground rules ahead of time. Clarify your terms.
Also be sure you know the policy of your paper in these matters. For exam¬
ple, many newspapers do not allow reporters to use unidentified sources unless
fui editor knows the source and approves the usage. Other news organizations
such as the Associated Press will not carry opinions, whether positive or nega¬
tive, that are expressed by an unidentified source. The news agency will cite

statements of fact without attribution, but only if the story makes it clear that the
person providing this material would do so only on the condition of anonymity.
The New York Times has a policy of not allowing direct quotations of pejorati\ e
remarks by an unidentified source.

Be careful not to allow a speaker to suddenly claim something is off the
record. Sometimes in the middle of an interview a source will see you taking
notes and suddenly try to change the rules. "Oh, I meant to tell you, that last
example was off the record." With all the tact you can muster, try, without losmil
the source altogether, to change the person's mind. At least, tell the person to in

to avoid doing that for the rest of the interview.
Nevertheless, if a city manager or police chief wishes to have a background
session with you, unless it is against newspaper policy, you should not refuse.

Often these officials are trying to be as open as they can under certain cii nimstances. Without such background sessions the task of reporting complex Smios
intelligently is nearly impossible. But you must be aware that you are he.ning
only one point of view and that the information may be self-serving.

Miles Beller, at the time a reporter for The Los Angeles Herald-Examiner,
jjave this example in Editor & Publisher:
4/1 n Their
Several u irs ago a woman phoned this
reporter and "wanted to go off the re¬
cord" in regard to a Los Angeles official's
"secn'i ownership of a Las Vegas radio
station" and other questionable holdings
lied u this public servant. Funny thing

Own Words

though, the caller plumb forgot to men¬
tion that she was working for another
candidate. This bit of minutia probably
just slipped her mind, what with her man
trailing so badly and the election a few
weeks away.

Sm ne sources make a habit of saying everything is off the record and of giv¬
ing ('(.ii anonplace information in background sessions. Although you should not
quol (¦. source who asks to remain off the record, you may use information if one

orinoi of the following is true:
• 'I'lie information is a matter of public record.
• It is generally known.
• It is available from several sources.
• You are a witness.
N) n.-i not to lose credibility with your source, it's a good idea to make it clear that
j du plan to use the information because of one or more of the preceding reasons.

Knowing when and how to attribute background information is an art you
will have to give continuing special care and attention to as a reporter. Remem-

ber these two important points:
1. When possible, set the ground rules with your sources ahead of time.
2. Know your newspaper's policy in these matters.

"On one of Kissinger's

(then Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger) sojourns,
humorist Art Buchwald
attributed information to a
'high U.S. official with
wavy hair, hom-rimmed

glasses and a German
accent.'"

Quotations from the Internet and Other Cooceros

— Alicia C. Shepard,

Chat rooms are interesting to read to find out what people are saying about a par¬

American Journal¬

ticular issue, event or person. You can And bizarre and sometimes worthwhile
quotations there.

ism Review

May you use them without the person's permission? May you use them with¬
out attributing them?
Another question: Kelly McBride asks whether you are giving people an
unfair advantage when you interview them through e-mail. Unlike people inter¬
viewed in person or over the phone, those interviewed on e-mail get to write and

edit their quotes.
These and other questions surfaced after Jayson Blair, the reporter from The
New York Times who was caught making up people, events and stories, was
exposed. When you quote from man-on-the-street interviews, must you obtain

phone numbers and check to see whether it really was the person with whom
you spoke?

Do you have special obligations when you use quotations frompeopie who
are not fully aware of how their quotes may sound on air or read mp •
Reporting
Tools

lie a quote to a colleague. The Quote is accurate, and the Rockies
PUt Tten flte Post filed a formal complaint with Major League Baseball and the
Baseball Writers Association of American.
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L
Rewrite the following story, paying special atten¬
tion to the use of quotations and attribution.
Note the sensitive nature of some of the quota¬

"He couldn't talk; he could only blink. And he
drooled a lot," she smiled.

Now, Chris is able to respond in incomplete sen¬
tences to questions and can carry on slow communi¬

tions. Paraphrase when necessary.

cation. "He don't talk good, but he talks," his mother

Christopher O'Reilly is a remarkably happy young
man, despite a bout with meningitis eight years ago
that has left him paralyzed and brain-damaged.
"I am happy," O'Reilly commented, as he puffed a

commented.

cigarette.

He has much to be happy about. Physical therapy
has hastened his recovery since the day he awoke
from a 10-week-long coma. He has lived to celebrate

his 26th birthday.
"I had a helluva birthday," he said. "I seen several
friends. I had big cake," he added slowly.
He lives in a house with his mother and stepfather
in the rolling, green countryside near Springfield.
O'Reilly's withered legs are curled beneath him
now, and his right arm is mostly paralyzed, but he can
do pull-ups with his left arm. He can see and hear.
"When he came back, he wasn't worth a damn," his

mother said. "The hack doctors told me he would be a
vegetable all his life," she claimed.

It all began when he stole a neighbor's Rototiller.
His probation was revoked, and he found himself in
the medium-security prison in Springfield. Then came
"inadequate medical treatment" in the prison system.
O'Reilly's family argued that he received punishment
beyond what the Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Con¬
stitution calls "cruel and unusual."

"Those prison officials were vicious," they said.
As a result, he was awarded $250,000 from the
state, the largest legal settlement in federal court in 10
years. "That sounds like a lot of money. But it really
isn't, you know, when you consider what happened
and when you consider the worth of a human life, and
the way they treated him and all, we thought we
should get at least a million," his mother remarked.
O'Reilly contracted the infection of the brain after
sleeping "on the concrete floor" of a confinement cell,
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I
his mother maintained. He had been placed in solitary
confinement because he would not clean his cell. The
disease went undiagnosed for eight days, leaving him
paralyzed and brain-damaged, she said. ^
Now O'Reilly likes watching television. "I like TV,"
lie grinned. "And smoking."

His mother said she "never gives up hope" that
"one day" her son will "come out of it."

2. Here is part of a speech by Professor Richard L.
Weaver II of the Department of Interpersonal
and Public Communication at Bowling Green
State University. It was dehvered at the Interna¬

tional Leadership Conference, Bowling Green,
Ohio. Assume the speech was given at your uni¬

versity and that you are writing for your school
paper. Indicate the direct quotations you would
use and why you would use them.
So I want to take a few moments this afternoon
and look at this twofold problem that leaders face
building the proper foundation (your credibility) and
motivating others. And did you know that the two are
closely related? Your ability to motivate others is,
according to the research, dependent mostly upon
your credibility.
Let's just look briefly at what goes into credibility.
Credibility is really the attitude others hold towards
you at any given time. Sure, it has to do with the house
you build, but as a leader you must realize that much
more important than the house itself is the view that
others have of the house that you build. Want to moti¬
vate others? Get your house in order first.
This might be a good self-test. Let me give you the
top five components of credibihty. You are all past,
present, and/or future leaders. How do you measure

up?
According to the research in the speech-communi¬
cation discipline, the most important and first compo¬
nent of credibility is good, old-fashioned, sociability.
Are you the kind of person others think of as friendly,
cheerful, good-natured, warm and pleasant? If not,
why not?
The second characteristic of credibility is compe¬
tence. There is no substitute for knowledge. You have
to come off as knowing what you are doing. I'm not
saying that you have to be the most intelligent, welltrained, informed, expert in your area. But I want you
to know right up front, others appreciate those who
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have done their homework, who know what they are
talking about, and who seem to have a grip on what
needs to be known. You have to understand that good
leaders don't waste other people's time.

The third characteristic of credibility is extrover¬
sion. Now, this does not mean that all leaders are bold
and verbal, talkative and assertive, or animated and
dynamic. But I will tell you this: it sure helps! Extro¬
version often comes across as enthusiasm. Knowl¬

edge is power, but enthusiasm pulls the switch! Think
of the extroverted teachers you have had and you
often think of the enthusiastic teachers you have had.
Why? Because the traits are siiTdlar.
The fourth characteristic of credibility is compo¬
sure. Credible people are often perceived as poised, in
control and self-confident. This quality helps keep the
extroversion in perspective because a leader who is
self-assured without being bombastic or overwhelm¬
ing instills confidence in others. Are you cool under
pressure? Can you retain composure when you are
threatened or when your leadership ability is under
attack? Composure means being able to remain re¬
laxed, calm and cool in trying circumstances.
The fifth characteristic of credibility is character.
Are you someone others view as virtuous (coura¬

geous), honest, unselfish, sympathetic, and trust¬
worthy? In my experience, I have always related
character with commitment and commitment with
passion. How much do you care? There is character in
commitment. You look at successful people in any
field, and you'll find they're not necessarily the best
and the brightest or the fastest and strongest — they
are, instead, the ones with the most commitment. Have
you ever heard the acronym WIT? — Whatever It
Takes! Successful people are willing to do whatever it
takes to succeed. Are you one who sees difficulties in
every opportunity or opportunities in every difficulty?
3. Attend a meeting, a press conference or a
speech and tape-record it. While there, wriu'
down the quotes you would use if you were w ril¬
ing the story for your local newspaper. Then lis¬

ten to the tape, and check the accuracy oJ ilie
quotations.
4. Interview at least two reporters, and ask ilioin
about their policies on handling sources reg-ti cl¬

ing the following:

sources. Read at least four articles, and write a

a. Off the record
b. Not for attribution
r. Background

(]. Deep background
Write an essay of at least 200 words on the
subject.

200-word report on your findings.

6. Engage a classmate in a half-hour interview about
his or her life. In your story, use as many direct

quotes as you think are fitting. Then check the
accuracy of your quotations with your classmate.

C' neck a library's computer database for sources
of articles about journalists' use of anonymous
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